1) A history of Islamic societies
Author: Ira M. Lapidus (Ira Marvin)
Subjects: Islam -- History; Islamic countries -- History
Publisher: Cambridge ; New York : Cambridge University Press
Creation Date: 2002
Edition: 2nd ed..
Description: The Origins of Islamic Civilization: the Middle East from c. 600 to c. 1200 -- The Worldwide Diffusion of Islamic Societies from the Tenth to the Nineteenth Centuries -- The Modern Transformation: Muslim Peoples in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries. The first part covers the formative era of Islamic civilization. The second traces the diffusion of worldwide Islamic societies, while the third explores their reaction to European imperialism, and emergence as independent states. The concluding chapters consider Islam's recent history, the formation of Islamic revival movements and global Islamic identities.
Rome Main Stacks: DS35.63 .L37 2002

2) A practical guide for policy analysis : the eightfold path to more effective problem solving
Author: Eugene. Bardach
Subjects: Policy sciences; Decision making; Problem solving
Publisher: Los Angeles : Sage ; Thousand Oaks : CQ Press
Creation Date: c2012
Edition: 4th ed..
Rome Main Stacks: H97 .B37 2012 and online

3) The mystery of capital : why capitalism triumphs in the West and fails everywhere else
Author: Hernando de Soto 1941-
Subjects: Capitalism; Capitalism -- Developing countries; Economic development; Developing countries -- Economic policy
Publisher: New York : Basic Books
Creation Date: c2000
Edition: 1st pbk. ed..
Rome Main Stacks: HB501 .S778 2000

4) The limits of institutional reform in development : changing rules for realistic solutions
Author: Matt Andrews 1972-
Subjects: Institution building -- Developing countries; Economic development -- Developing countries; Developing countries -- Economic conditions
Publisher: New York : Cambridge University Press
Creation Date: 2013
5) Poor economics: a radical rethinking of the way to fight global poverty
Author: Abhijit V. Banerjee, Esther Duflo
Subjects: Economic assistance -- Developing countries; Poverty -- Prevention
Publisher: New York: Public Affairs
Creation Date: c2011
Description: "Billions of government dollars, and thousands of charitable organizations and NGOs, are dedicated to helping the world's poor. But much of the work they do is based on assumptions that are untested generalizations at best, flat out harmful misperceptions at worst. Banerjee and Duflo have pioneered the use of randomized control trials in development economics. Work based on these principles, supervised by the Poverty Action Lab at MIT, is being carried out in dozens of countries. Their work transforms certain presumptions: that microfinance is a cure-all, that schooling equals learning, that poverty at the level of 99 cents a day is just a more extreme version of the experience any of us have when our income falls uncomfortably low. Throughout, the authors emphasize that life for the poor is simply not like life for everyone else: it is a much more perilous adventure, denied many of the cushions and advantages that are routinely provided to the more affluent"--

6) Conditionality revisited: concepts, experiences, and lessons
Contributor: Stefan Koeberle
Subjects: Economic assistance -- Congresses; Conditionality (International relations) -- Congresses; Economic assistance -- Political aspects -- Congresses; Loans, Foreign -- Political aspects -- Congresses; Economic development -- Finance -- Congresses
Publisher: Washington, DC: World Bank
Creation Date: c2005
Vietnam / Duong Duc Ung -- Alternatives to conditionality in policy-based lending / Oliver Morrissey -- Partnerships in policy-based lending / Patrick Watt -- Part 5 discussion summary -- pt. VI. Conclusions. Concluding remarks / Masood Ahmed. Annotation This book brings together different perspectives on the role of conditionality, drawing on the experiences and lessons learned by the donor community, NGO critics and academic circles, and the borrowing countries, and provides a board overview of contemporary approaches to conditionality in today’s aid architecture. Annotation Why revisit conditionality? The tension between country ownership and conditionality emerged as a central issue in the debates about policy-based lending. Over the past quarter century, the development community has learned from the experience with policy-based lending around the world. Among the most important lessons are that conditionality cannot substitute ownership. The approach to conditionality has shifted away from the old model of the 1980s, but has not yet settled on a new one. While there is now generally more recognition of the importance of ownership, a stronger focus on development results and greater selectivity based on country performance, there are still different views and approaches among the international financial institutions, bilateral development partners, recipient governments, and critical observers. Conditionality Revisited takes stock of recent experience with these new approaches to conditionality over the last few years, and discusses a number of key questions. Is there still a useful role for conditionality? What is the right balance between ownership and conditionality? How has conditionality changed with the streamlining efforts of the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund? How has the content and focus of conditionality evolved? What has been the experience with different types of conditionality, and do they matter be it ex-ante, programmatic, process-oriented, or outcome-based conditionality? How can we make partnerships in conditionality more effective? This volume of contributions by authors from a wide variety of backgrounds aims to make a contribution to the ongoing debate on development effectiveness and the future shape of conditionality. Annotation Brings together different perspectives on the role of conditionality, drawing on the experiences and lessons learned by the donor community, NGO critics and academic circles, and the borrowing countries, and provides a board overview of contemporary approaches to conditionality in today's aid architecture.

Rome Main Stacks: HC60 .C62486 2005 and online

7) Global strategy : creating and sustaining advantage across borders
Author: Andrew C. Inkpen
Kannan Ramaswamy
Subjects: Strategic planning; Strategic alliances (Business); International business enterprises -- Management
Related Titles: Series: Strategic management series (Oxford University Press)
Publisher: New York : Oxford University Press
Creation Date: 2006
Description: Globalization and global strategy -- Strategic choices in a global marketplace -- Global strategy and organization -- International strategic alliances -- Global knowledge management -- Leveraging knowledge resources globally -- Global strategy in emerging markets -- Corporate governance issues in international business -- Ethics and global strategy. Looking at the question of how firms can compete in a global environment, the authors examine the issues considered central to the study of strategic management in a global context. They deal with a diverse set of important strategic topics by integrating research with practical examples and case studies.

Rome Main Stacks: HD30.28 .I53 2006
8) Fundamentals of project management
   Author: Joseph. Heagney
   Subjects: Project management
   Publisher: New York : American Management Association
   Creation Date: c2012
   Edition: 4th ed..
   Description: An overview of project management -- The role of the project manager -- Planning the project -- Developing a mission, vision, goals, and objectives for the project -- Creating the project risk plan -- Using the work breakdown structure to plan a project -- Scheduling project work -- Producing a workable schedule -- Project control and evaluation -- The change control process -- Project control using earned value analysis -- Managing the project team -- The project manager as leader -- How to make project management work in your company.
   Rome Main Stacks: HD69 .P75 L488 2012

9) George Soros on globalization.
   Author: George. Soros
   Subjects: World Trade Organization; International Monetary Fund; World Bank; International economic relations; International trade; International finance; Globalization -- Economic aspects
   Publisher: New York : PublicAffairs
   Description: Introduction. The deficiencies of global capitalism -- International trade : the World Trade Organization -- International aid : the missing component -- Structural reform : the multilateral development banks -- Financial stability : the International Monetary Fund -- Conclusion. Toward a global open society -- Appendix. The SDR proposal. "Even before September 11, 2001, it was clear that not everyone was happy with globalization: violent protests have become a regular feature of international summit meetings, and many young people have expressed their strong opposition to policies that they see as enriching the rich at the expense of workers, the environment, and traditional culture." "In this book, Soros not only identifies the problems but also puts forward practical proposals to make the system work better. In a thoughtful analysis of our existing international financial and trade institutions, Soros shows that while they aid wealth creation they fall short in providing other public goods. Soros deplores an unwitting coalition between market fundamentalists on the far Right and antiglobalization activists on the far Left bent on destroying the international institutions we have and calls for a different coalition that would work to reform and strengthen those intitutions. The missing element, the centerpiece of the new architecture, is the use of Special Drawing Rights for the provision of development assistance and public goods on a global scale."--Jacket.
   Rome Main Stacks: HF1359 .S65 2002

10) The age of fallibility : the consequences of the war on terror
    Author: George. Soros
    Subjects: War on Terrorism, 2001-2009; National characteristics, American; Civilization, Modern -- 21st century; Politieke situatie; Buitenlandse politiek; Terrorisme; Bestrijding; United States -- Social conditions -- 21st century; United States -- Politics and government -- 21st century; United States -- Foreign relations -- 2001-2009; Verenigde Staten
    Publisher: London : Weidenfeld & Nicolson
    Creation Date: c2006
    Edition: 1st ed..
    Description: Conceptual framework -- The present moment in history.
11) Storytelling for grantseekers: a guide to creative nonprofit fundraising
Author: Cheryl Clarke 1955-
Subjects: Fund raising; Proposal writing for grants
Publisher: San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass
Creation Date: c2009
Edition: 2nd ed.
Rome Main Stacks: HV41.2.C53 2009

12) The Oxford handbook of historical institutionalism
Subjects: Political science -- Philosophy; Public institutions; Comparative government
Publisher: Oxford, United Kingdom: Oxford University Press
Creation Date: 2016
Edition: First edition..
Description: INTRODUCTION -- Historical institutionalism in political science / FOUNDATIONS -- Politics as a process structured in space and time / Institutional change / Causality and time in historical institutionalism / Critical junctures / Historical institutionalism and experimental methods / Power in historical institutionalism / Ideas and historical institutionalism / COMPARATIVE POLITICS -- Introduction / States and economic development / The development of state capacity / Historical institutionalism and democratization studies / Durable authoritarianism / Political parties, regimes, and social cleavages / Social policy in developing countries / Labor in developing and post-communist countries / Adaptive informal institutions / AMERICAN POLITICS -- Introduction / The American state and the enduring politics of race / Political parties in American politics / Law and courts / Social policy dynamics / Citizenship and race / Inequality and the carceral state / EUROPEAN POLITICS -- Introduction / European states in comparative perspective / Institutions and the consolidation of democracy in Western Europe / Historical institutionalism and the welfare state / Durability and change in financial systems / Capitalism, institutions, and power in the study of business / Religion and European politics / Supranationalism / Evolutionary dynamics in internal market regulation in the European Union / INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS -- Introduction / The persistence of state sovereignty / The rise, character, and evolution of international order / Critical junctures, developmental pathways, and incremental change in security institutions / Global institutions without a global state / The evolution of international law and courts / The limits of institutional reform in the United States and the global trade regime / Incremental origins of Bretton Woods / Sequencing, layering, and feedbacks in global regulation /
The Oxford Handbook of Historical Institutionalism offers an authoritative and accessible state-of-the-art analysis of the historical institutionalism research tradition in Political Science. Devoted to the study of how temporal processes and events influence the origin and transformation of institutions that govern political
and economic relations, historical institutionalism has grown considerably in the last two decades. With its attention to past, present, and potential future contributions to the research tradition, the volume represents an essential reference point for those interested in historical institutionalism. Written in accessible style by leading scholars, thirty-eight chapters detail the contributions of historical institutionalism to an expanding array of topics in the study of comparative, American, European, and international politics.

Rome Main Stacks: JA71 .O946 2016

13) Fixing failed states: a framework for rebuilding a fractured world
Author: Ashraf Ghani 1949-
Clare Lockhart
Subjects: Failed states
Publisher: Oxford ; New York : Oxford University Press
Creation Date: 2009, c2008
Description: Introduction -- PART ONE: DEFINING THE CONTEXT: The creeping "sovereignty gap" -- Reversing history -- Webs and flows of cooperation -- Failed politics -- The promises and perils of aid -- PART TWO: DEFINING THE STATE FOR THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY: Toward a multifunctional view of the state -- The framework: the ten functions of the state -- PART THREE: A NEW AGENDA FOR STATE BUILDING: International compacts: sovereignty strategies -- National programs: the challenge of implementation -- CONCLUSION: Collective power. "Fixing Failed States" addresses one of the central issues of our times: the proliferation of failed states across the world and our inability to stabilize them. There are between forty and sixty failed states, and they house one billion people. The world's worst problems--terrorism, drug and human trafficking, absolute poverty, ethnic conflict, disease, genocide--originate in such states, and the international community has devoted billions upon billions of dollars to solving the problem. Yet by and large, the effort has failed. The authors explain the failure stems in part from an outmoded vision of the state system based on the framers of the post-World War II order's vision: relatively independent, unified states that control markets and rely on authoritarianism when necessary. The world we actually live in is far different. Identities and loyalties don't necessarily correspond to traditional nation-states, and nations are far less autonomous than in the past. The task at hand, they argue, is to develop novel strategies informed by the realities of our fully globalized world. International institutions, therefore, should prioritize fostering mutually reinforcing bonds between states, civil societies, and markets. -- Description from http://www.effectivestates.org (Jan. 9, 2012).
Rome Main Stacks: JC328.7 .G43 2009

13) Promoting democracy and the rule of law: American and European strategies
Contributor: Amichai A Magen; Thomas Risse-Kappen; Michael McFaul 1963-
Subjects: Democratization -- Government policy -- United States; Democratization -- Government policy -- European Union countries; Rule of law -- Government policy -- United States; Rule of law -- Government policy -- European Union countries; United States -- Foreign relations -- 2001-2009; United States -- Foreign relations -- 2009-; European Union countries -- Foreign relations
Related Titles: Series: Governance and limited statehood series.
Publisher: New York : Palgrave Macmillan
Creation Date: 2009
Description: Introduction: American and European strategies to promote democracy- shared values, common challenges, divergent tools? / Amichai Magen and Michael A. McFaul -- Venus approaching Mars? The European Union's approaches to democracy promotion in comparative perspective / Tanja A. Börzel and Thomas Risse -- Governance and foreign assistance: the imperfect translation of ideas into outcomes /
14) Forged through fire: war, peace, and the democratic bargain
Author: John A. Ferejohn author.Frances McCall Rosenbluth author.
Subjects: Politics and war; Democracy; Peace -- Political aspects; World history; Military history; World history
Publisher: New York : Liveright Publishing Corporation, a Division of W. W. Norton & Company
Creation Date: 2017
Description: The twenty-first-century wars without citizen armies -- War and democracy in classical Athens -- The glory that was Rome -- A millennium of landed aristocracy -- The emergence of monarchy in France and Spain -- War and representation in England, the Netherlands, and Sweden -- Italian republics -- Eastern lands in early modern Europe -- Mountain republics -- The nineteenth-century pivot -- Twentieth-century wars of full mobilization -- War, racism, and civil rights in the United States.
"Is democracy dependent on war to survive? Peace, many would agree, is a goal that democratic nations should strive to achieve. Considering the question of whether democracy is dependent on war, two celebrated political scientists trace the ways in which governments have mobilised armies since antiquity. They find that our modern form of democracy not only evolved in a brutally competitive environment but also was quickly excised when the powerful no longer needed their citizenry to defend against existential threats. Bringing to life many of the battles that shaped our world, the authors show how centralised monarchies replaced feudalism, why dictatorships can mobilise large forces but often fail at long-term military campaigns and how drone warfare has weakened democracy. In the spirit of Francis Fukuyama and Niall Ferguson, Forged Through Fire has far-reaching implications and will become the centrepiece of the democratic debate." --
Rome Main Stacks: JZ6385.F46 2017

15) Legal research methods in a modern world: a coursebook
Author: J. Paul Lomio
H. Stakemann Spang-Hanssen (Henrik Stakemann); George D. Wilson 1961-; J. Paul Lomio
Subjects: Legal research; Legal research -- United States; Legal research -- Europe; Legal research -- European Union countries
Publisher: Copenhagen : DJØF Publishing ; Portland, OR : Sold and distributed in North America by International Specialized Book Services ISBS
Creation Date: 2011
Edition: 3rd ed..
Description: Introduction -- Legal families -- Requirements for studying foreign law -- Comparative law methods -- Methods in the U.S. : common law -- United Kingdom resources : common law -- Methods in Europe : civil law -- Russia resources : civil law -- European Union resources : civil law -- China resources : law in the far east -- Public international law resources -- International organizations' resources.
16) The Oxford handbook of empirical legal research
Contributor: Peter Cane 1950-; Herbert M. Kritzer 1947-
Subjects: Jurisprudence -- Research
Related Titles: Series: Oxford handbooks in law
Publisher: Oxford ; New York : Oxford University Press
Creation Date: 2010
Rome Main Stacks: K235 .O938 2010

17) Theory and method in socio-legal research
Contributor: Reza Banakar; Max Travers
Subjects: Sociological jurisprudence; Legal research; Social sciences -- Research; Socio legal research
Related Titles: Series: Oñati international series in law and society.
Publisher: Oxford ; Portland, Or. : Hart Pub.
Creation Date: 2005
Description: Socio-legal ethnography / Systems theory and qualitative socio-legal research / Courses of mobilisation : writing systematic micro-histories of legal discourse / "Standpoint", "difference" and feminist research / Using ethnography as a tool in legal research : an anthropological perspective / Studying cases empirically : a sociological method for studying discrimination cases in Sweden / Researching ombudsmen / Researching discourse and behaviour as elements of law in action / How to study Danish judges / Changing maps : empirical legal auto poiesis / Doing research into comparative criminal justice / Researching legal culture in Russia : from asking the question to gathering the evidence / Constructing a
typology of administrative grievances: reconciling the irreconcilable / The formalisation of research ethics / Evaluation research and legal services / Presents a collection of papers that explores how different methods can be used in researching law and legal phenomena, and how methodological issues and debates in sociology are relevant to the study of law. This work is useful to socio-legal researchers, law school researchers, and postgraduates.

Rome Main Stacks: K370 .T54 2005

18) Comparative law in a changing world
Author: Peter. De Cruz
Subjects: Comparative law
Publisher: London; New York, NY : Routledge-Cavendish
Creation Date: 2008
Edition: 3rd ed..

Rome Main Stacks: K559 .D4 2008

19) Legal traditions of the world: sustainable diversity in law
Author: H. Patrick. Glenn
Subjects: Comparative law; Customary law; Legal polycentricity
Publisher: New York, N.Y. : Oxford University Press
Creation Date: 2014
Edition: 4th ed..

Rome Main Stacks: K559 .G54 2014

20) Sharia incorporated: a comparative overview of the legal systems of twelve Muslim countries in past and present
Contributor: Jan Michiel Otto 1952-
Subjects: Law -- Africa -- Islamic influences; Law -- Asia -- Islamic influences; Islamic law -- Reception -- Africa; Islamic law -- Reception -- Asia
Publisher: Leiden : Leiden University Press
Sharia Incorporated is an ambitious study of how Islamic law traditions have been incorporated into the national legal systems throughout the Muslim world. Both puritan Islamists and Western alarmists tend to oversimplify and misrepresent the role and position of sharia. In response, this book takes stock of the actual legal positions, putting them into their socio-political and historical contexts. The twelve country chapters, each written by laudable international scholars speak to the historical evolution of Islamic, legal, and political ideas and practices. They consider the key legal issues raised by the 'Islamic awakening' of recent decades. Otto’s conclusion presents the main findings of this unique comparative study and explains why the incorporation of sharia is such a thorny governance problem for an government in today's Muslim world. It is intended that this wealth of facts and analyses contributes to current debates on sharia, law, and politics”--Publisher’s description, p. [4] of cover.

Rome Main Stacks: K588.5 .S53 2010

21) Customary justice : perspectives on legal empowerment
Subjects: Land tenure -- Law and legislation -- Developing countries; Land reform -- Law and legislation -- Developing countries; Customary law -- Developing countries; Customary law courts -- Developing countries
Related Titles: Series: Legal and governance reform ; no. 3.
Publisher: Rome : International Development Law Organization ; Leiden : Van Vollenhoven Institute, University of Leiden
Creation Date: c2011
Description: Towards customary legal empowerment : an introduction / Engaging with customary justice systems / Customary legal empowerment : towards a more critical approach / Reducing injustice? : A grounded approach to strengthening hybrid justice systems : lessons from Indonesia / Policy proposals for justice reform in Liberia : opportunities under current legal framework to expand access to justice / Ensuring access to justice through community courts in Eritrea / Stating the customary : an innovative approach to the locally legitimate recording of customary law in Namibia / Interaction between customary legal systems and the formal legal system of Peru / Negotiating land tenure : women, men and the transformation of land tenure in Solomon Islands / "Customary Justice: Perspectives on Legal Empowerment features articles by leading authors, country specialists and practitioners working in the areas of traditional justice and legal empowerment, discusses key aspects of traditional justice, such as for example the rise of customary law in justice sector reform, the effectiveness of hybrid justice systems, access to justice through community courts, customary law and land tenure, land rights and nature conservation, and the analysis of policy proposals for justice reforms based on traditional justice. Discussions are informed by case studies in a number of countries, including Liberia, Eritrea, the Solomon Islands, Indonesia and the Peruvian Amazon”--Provided by publisher.
Rome Main Stacks: K738 .C87 2011
22) Writing law dissertations : an introduction and guide to the conduct of legal research
Author: Michael Salter 1957-
Julie Mason
Subjects: Legal research -- Great Britain; Legal composition; Dissertations, Academic -- Great Britain
Publisher: Harlow, England ; New York : Pearson/Longman
Creation Date: 2007
Rome Main Stacks: KD392 .S25 2007

23) Getting a PhD in law
Author: Caroline Morris 1973-
Cian Murphy (Cian C.)
Subjects: Law -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Great Britain; Graduate students -- Great Britain
Publisher: Oxford ; Portland, Or. : Hart Pub.
Creation Date: 2011
Description: Why do a PhD in law? -- Preparing for the PhD -- Legal research methodologies -- Researching an original thesis -- Supervision -- PhD problems -- Writing-up -- Examining the PhD -- Publishing your work -- Building a career. This is a unique guide to obtaining the degree of Doctor of Philosophy of Law in the United Kingdom. It is readable and informative, drawing on interviews and case studies with PhD students, supervisors and examiners.
Rome Main Stacks: KD432 .M667 2011 and online

24) Bluebook A Uniform System of Citation
Subjects: Citation of legal authorities -- United States
Related Titles: Earlier Title: Uniform system of citation
Publisher: Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard Law Review Association
Creation Date: 2016
Format: v. ; 21 cm..
Language: English
Identifier: ISSN:1062-9971

25) Plain English for lawyers
Author: Richard C. Wydick
Subjects: Legal composition
Publisher: Durham, N.C. : Carolina Academic Press
Creation Date: c2005
Edition: 5th ed..
Description: Why plain English? -- Omit surplus words -- Use base verbs, not nominalizations -- Prefer the active voice -- Use short sentences -- Arrange your words with care -- Choose your words with care -- Avoid language quirks -- Punctuate carefully.
Identifier: ISBN:1594601518 (alk. paper)
Rome Main Stacks: KF250 .W9 2005

26) Rogue justice : the making of the security state
Author: Karen J. Greenberg author.
Subjects: Criminal justice, Administration of -- Political aspects -- United States; National security -- Law and legislation -- United States; Civil rights -- United States; Political questions and judicial power -- United States; War on Terrorism, 2001-2009 -- Political aspects -- United States; Human rights -- Government policy -- United States; Detention of persons -- United States; Internal security -- United States; United States -- Politics and government -- 2001-2009; United States -- Politics and government -- 2009-

Publisher: New York : Crown Publishers
Creation Date: 2016

Description: Justice at war -- The problem -- A pawn in their game -- Tearing down the wall -- The twilight zone -- Defanging the courts -- The justices weigh in -- Legal cover : uncovered -- Glimmers of light - - Everything is broken -- The crown jewels -- That dog will no hunt -- A new beginning -- Winning for losing -- Losing ground -- Further consequences -- The Snowden effect -- The ever-elusive pendulum swing.

"The definitive account of how America's War on Terror sparked a decade-long assault on the rule of law, weakening our courts and our Constitution in the name of national security. The day after September 11, President Bush tasked the Attorney General with preventing another terrorist attack on the United States. From that day forward, the Bush administration turned to the Department of Justice to give its imprimatur to activities that had previously been unthinkable--from the NSA's spying on US citizens to indefinite detention to torture. Many of these activities were secretly authorized, others done in the light of day. When President Obama took office, many observers expected a reversal of these encroachments upon civil liberties and justice, but the new administration found the rogue policies to be deeply entrenched, and, at times, worth preserving. Obama ramped up targeted killings, held fast to aggressive surveillance policies, and fell short on bringing reform to detention and interrogation. How did America veer so far from its founding principles of justice? Rogue Justice connects the dots for the first time--from the Patriot Act to today's military commissions, from terrorism prosecutions to intelligence priorities, from the ACLU's activism to Edward Snowden's revelations. And it poses a stark question: will the American justice system ever recover from the compromises it made for the war on terror? Riveting and deeply reported, Rogue Justice could only have been written by Karen Greenberg, one of this country's top experts on Guantanamo, torture, and terrorism, with a deep knowledge of both the Bush and Obama administrations. Now she brings to life the full story of law and policy after 9/11, introducing us to the key players and events, showing that time and again, when liberty and security have clashed, justice has been the victim"--

Rome Main Stacks: KF9223 .G74 2016

27) Research methodologies in EU and international law
Author: Robert. Cryer
Tamara K Hervey; Bal Sokhi-Bulley; Alexandra Böhm
Subjects: Law -- Research -- Study and teaching -- European Union countries; Law -- Research -- European Union countries; International law -- Research -- Study and teaching; Law -- Research -- Study and teaching; Law -- Research -- Methodology; Research -- Methodology
Publisher: Oxford ; Portland, Or. : Hart
Creation Date: 2011

Description: Introduction: What is a 'methodology'? -- Thinking about research and scholarship -- Thinking about research and scholarship in EU and international law -- The main jurisprudential approaches -- Extensions and negations I: modern and critical approaches -- Extensions and negations II: 'law and' -- What next? Life after a PhD. "The second edition of this book examines the law relating to employment industrial relations, and labour market regulation in the United Kingdom, including relevant dimensions of EC law and policy." --

Rome Main Stacks: KJE928 .C79 2011
28) Rewriting a constitution : Georgia's shift towards Europe
Author: Wolfgang Babeck
M. Steven Fish (Michael Steven), 1962-; Zeno Reichenbecher; Avt’andil Demetrašvili; Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit.
Subjects: Constitutional law -- Georgia (Republic); Georgia (Republic) -- Politics and government
Publisher: Baden Baden, Germany : Nomos
Creation Date: 2012
Rome Main Stacks: KLH205 .B33 2012

29) The rule of law in Afghanistan : missing in inaction
Contributor: Whit Mason
Subjects: Rule of law -- Afghanistan; Justice, Administration of -- Afghanistan; Afghan War, 2001-
Publisher: Cambridge ; New York : Cambridge University Press
Creation Date: 2011
Description: The scope and nature of the problem: Approaching the rule of law / Deiokes and the Taliban : local governance, bottom-up state formation and the rule of law in counter-insurgency / The context : Where we started: The international community's failures in Afghanistan / The rule of law and the weight of politics : challenges and trajectories / Human security and the rule of law : Afghanistan’s experience / The political economy of opium: The Afghan insurgency and organised crime / Afghanistan’s opium strategy alternatives : a moment for masterful inactivity? / Afghan approaches to security and the rule of law: Engaging traditional justice mechanisms in Afghanistan : state-building opportunity or dangerous liaison? / Casualties of myopia / Land conflict in Afghanistan / International interventions: Exogenous state-building : the contradictions of the international project in Afghanistan / Grasping the nettle : facilitating change or more of the same? / Lost in translation : legal transplants without consensus-based adaptation / Kandahar: No justice, no peace : Kandahar, 2005-2009 / Kandahar after the fall of the Taliban / Axioms and unknowns / "How, despite the enormous investment of blood and treasure, has the West's ten-year intervention left Afghanistan so lawless and insecure? The answer is more insidious than any conspiracy, for it begins with a profound lack of understanding of the rule of law, the very thing that most dramatically separates Western societies from the benighted ones in which they increasingly intervene. This volume of essays argues that the rule of law is not a set of institutions that can be exported lock, stock and barrel to lawless lands, but a state of affairs under which ordinary people and officials of the state itself feel it makes sense to act within the law. Where such a state of affairs is absent, as in Afghanistan today, brute force, not law, will continue to rule"
--Provided by publisher.
Rome Main Stacks: KNF2020 .R85 2011 and online

30) Regulating the visible hand? : the institutional implications of Chinese state capitalism
Contributor: Benjamin L. Liebman 1969-; Curtis J. Milhaupt 1962-
Subjects: Government business enterprises -- Law and legislation -- China; Corporate governance -- Law and legislation -- China; Corporation law -- China; Public-private sector cooperation -- China; Finance -- China; Capitalism -- China; China -- Economic policy
Publisher: Oxford UK ; New York, NY : Oxford University Press
Creation Date: 2016
Description: Indigenous evolution of SOE regulation / Deng Feng -- Blowback : how China's efforts to bring private-sector standards into the public sector backfired / Donald Clarke -- Protecting the state from itself? regulatory interventions in corporate governance and the financing of China's "state capitalism" /

Rome Main Stacks: KNQ3217 .R44 2016

31) Strategic treaty management: practice and implications
Author: Thomas F. McInerney (Lawyer), author.
Subjects: Treaties; International relations; Strategic planning; International relations; Strategic planning; Treaties
Publisher: Cambridge, United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press
Creation Date: c2015

"While little recognized in international law scholarship, multilateral treaties in diverse fields have begun to apply strategic management techniques to make them more effective and responsive. This examination of those practices and their interplay with associated international organizations considers the application of strategic management across treaties' planning, financing, implementation, and evaluation activities. The study leads to a new appreciation of the intricacies of multilateral treaty activities and a better understanding of their operations within complex webs of networked international institutions. In considering different approaches to steering treaties through this dispersed global governance landscape, Thomas F. McInerney draws on current strategic management literature to explore the utility of nonlinear, emergent models of strategy and gain insights from strategy as practice research. While recognizing strategic management’s potential value in facilitating more flexible applications of multilateral agreements, he also emphasizes the need to maintain their normativity as international legal obligations"--

Rome Main Stacks: KZ 1301 .M395 2015

32) International criminal law and human rights
Author: Claire. De Than
Edwin Shorts
Subjects: Offenses against humanity; Human rights -- Criminal provisions
Publisher: London: Sweet & Maxwell
Creation Date: 2003
Edition: 1st ed..
Links to international organizations' publications:


https://ifad.org/pub/overview  International Fund for Agricultural Development


http://idlo.int/resources/publications  International Development Law Organization

http://www.gsdrc.org/publications/  Governance and Social Development Resource Centre

http://www.adb.org/publications  Asian development bank

http://www.un-ilibrary.org/  UN

http://research.un.org/en/un-resources/az  UN

http://unbisnet.un.org/  UN

http://data.un.org/  UN

http://www.norden-ilibrary.org/  Nordic countries

https://bookshop.europa.eu/en/bundles/just-published-cbiEKep2Ix3hEAAAEud3kBgSLq/  EU

http://www.thecommonwealth-ilibrary.org/  Commonwealth

http://www.peacefare.net  Blog dedicated to World Peace